
Testimonials 

Residential: 

September 4, 2012  

 

Dear Mike,  

 

I just wanted to drop you a note of thanks for the great job you and your company did in fully 

upgrading our HVAC system. We really appreciate the professional attitude of your entire crew 

and their extremely high level of expertise.  

 

We were especially pleased with the analytical work that you did prior to our making a decision 

to move forward. You reviewed our old (40+ years) inadequate system and offered us several 

options and explained each to us. As you know we wound up replacing virtually everything, 

from the heating/air conditioning unit, to the duct work and registers. When I shared with you the 

fact that I had allergies you recommended a whole house air cleaner, which we also elected to 

install.  

 

As of this writing, we are finally enjoying a cool home that is virtually allergen free!  

 

Thanks again, Mike. Please feel free to share this letter with any prospective clients that you 

might have and please encourage them to call us for further information.  

 

Regards,  

Les Kane 

 
Lucky Air quoted a very good price and their installation was very fast and efficient. I found 

their technicians to be very courteous and professional.  

 

Nancy Avalos  

Direst Buy Member 

 
We were extremely happy with Lucky Air HVAC. Mike was very cordial and helped walk us 

through ordering our HVAC unit. It was so easy because of his help! We will definitely tell 

others about Lucky Air & Direct Buy. And we will call Mike again when the time comes.  

 

Sharon Beylor 

Direct Buy Member 

 

 



Commercial: 

We at Van Holland Concrete/Construction have known Mike since 2005. Since that time we 

have done three jobs with Lucky Air and are at present doing a room addition which we are very 

satisfied and we are also satisfied with his attention to detail and suggestions on the equipment 

needed on our jobs. We have future jobs coming and will be directing our attention towards 

Mikes advise and suggestions for a very competitive quote. We also found Lucky Air 

dependable and prompt  

 

M.A. Van Holland  

VAN HOLLAND CONCRETE CO. - Riverside, CA 

 
James D. Restoration is delighted to count on Lucky Air for their complete HVAC Provider. 

Over the years Mike has proven to be not only the most competitive price but also the most 

dependable subcontractor I have come across. I appreciate Lucky Airs ability to always maintain 

friendly customer service and a quick response time.  

 

James Malynay  

James D. Restoration - Riverside, CA  

Family Owned Since 1900 

 
I am responsible for the environmental systems throughout the campus and I work with housing 

managers for the campus housing H.V.A.C. systems as well as electrical and plumbing. Our 

campus maintenance demands can be quite exceptional and we rely on competent contractors. I 

give my sincere recommendation for the use of Lucky Air, Inc., a contractor who has been 

exceptionally helpful in supporting our campus H.V.A.C. needs. Lucky Air has performed 

repairs, equipment replacement, preventative maintenance, and new equipment installations with 

the highest level of professionalism. Another attribute of Lucky Air, Inc., is the value in their 

pricing; they have proven to be very cost effective throughout various projects. 

 

Signed,  

Jeremy Schlaman 

Manager of Utilities, Energy, and Controls 
 


